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Season 05 & 06
OFFICIAL SECRETS
USA, 2019. R 1h 52min
Director: Gavin Hood

Wonder¡ng + Ponder¡ng
Watching movies is one of the most influential sources
of inspiration. The Secret life of Walter Mitty has
many inspiring scenes, but my favorite would
have to be the one where the famous adventure
photographer Sean (Sean Penn) and Walter (Ben
Stiller) are seated, freezing atop a mountain waiting
for the rarely photographed snow leopard to appear
for Sean to take its photo. When it does Sean sits and
does nothing. Walter asks him why he doesn't take
the picture? And Sean says, ‘ Sometimes I don’t. If
I like a moment, for me, personally, I don’t like to
have the distraction of the camera. I just want to stay
in it…Right there. Right here.’

Directed by

GAVIN HOOD

Starring

KEIRA KNIGHTLEY
MATT SMITH
MATTHEW GOODE

Released

USA, 2019. DRAMA.

IMDB REVIEW.

7.3 / 10 from 31,102 votes

K

Official Secrets

eira Knightley is whistle-blower
Katharine Gun in this political
thriller.
Based on the book The Spy Who
Tried to Stop a War, Official Secrets tells
the true story of British secret-service
officer Katharine Gun, who during the
immediate run-up to the 2003 invasion of
Iraq leaked a top-secret National Security
Agency memo. The memo — which
exposed an illegal U.S.-U.K. spying
operation against members of the United
Nations Security Council — proposed
blackmailing smaller, undecided member
states into voting for war.

THE DIRECTOR. Gavin Hood. A
former lawyer, he studied film at the
University of California, and began his
screen career as an actor. In 2000, he
replaced the ill Polish director Maciej
Dutkiewicz, who was shooting In Desert
and Wilderness (2001) (aka "In Desert
and Wilderness") in South Africa.
His screenplay for "A Reasonable Man"
was a semifinalist script in both the 1993
and 1994 Academy Nicholl Fellowships.
He directed, produced, and starred in the
film which was released in 1999.

https://www.flicks.com.au/movie/official-secrets/
RATED.

R

SCREENING.

1 hour 52 minutes
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IMAGE CREDIT: https://www.indiewire.com/2018/06/kanopy-free-netflix-alternative-adds-100-classic-paramount-movies-1201971739/

From the Committee
Many of us will have
memories of this year we
will hold onto forever...
some of us will just want
to forget...

we missed this year and some new
ones. Thank you to John and Viki
for selecting the new films in a year
even though it was not easy to be part
of film festivals. Also, our thanks
go to Howard who is our intrepid
film distributor contact, as without
Howard we would not have our films
delivered to the cinemas for viewing.
sn’t it wonderful to be getting
This can at times be a very difficult
together again with family
task.
and friends, eating out or
Many of us will have memories
having coffee and actually being
of this year we will hold on to forever,
able to be sit in a cinema and watch
whether they be good or bad, and
a movie? With thanks to Croydon
some of us will have looked at our
cinemas, those members (limited to
lives and decided to make changes
110 members) who have booked to
as things return to ’normal’. Some of
attend the film The Biggest Little
us will just want to forget the whole
Farm on the 14th December will
experience.
be sitting together with other CFS
We have all had to adapt to new
members – back to the future.
ways of doing things and meeting via
The CFS film programme for
zoom has become the norm over the
2021 is included in this newsletter
past year. Your committee members
and you can see it includes the films

I
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have had several of these meetings
and have adapted well to using
the new technology. Committee
members have been busy behind
the scenes doing exciting things;
among them, preparing newsletters
and ENews, arranging the John
Arkin award remotely, updating the
Committee Handbook, working on
archives, making financial and other
decisions on membership and setting
up online meetings and surveys. The
committee members are looking
forward to meeting again face to
face in January.
With all best wishes for a
peaceful and joy filled Christmas
and we can look forward to being
together in film in February.
Jean Middleton on behalf of the
CFS Committee.
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Membership News
and SGM

A

s was indicated in the eNews sent to members
on 24 November, we reiterate our thanks to
those who responded to the survey for Special
General Meeting back in October. The motions
regarding the membership fees for 2021 and the
changing of the end of financial year were both
passed. As a result of these decisions being passed
the CFS Annual General Meeting will now be held
in March each year, and the fees for 2021 will be
waived for renewing members.
Another reminder to those of you who are still
deciding on whether to remain CFS members into
2021 we have extended the date by which you can
apply to receive a refund for your membership
until the 31st December 2020.

ANTICIPATION of returning to Croydon Cinema's
ENJOYMENT in conversing with our CFS movie buff friends
RETROSPECT screening the movies members voted for
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Seeking New Committee Members

H

ello from Viki Wright-Rivett. The members of
CFS committee are hoping that you will consider
nominating for the committee starting in 2021. There
are three specific positions that are shaping up in this
in warm-hearted, active committee, which you are
welcome to fill.
The first is probably the most important role of all
- the selector of films for the year-to-be, who makes
the long list from which members cast their votes, and
from which twenty-one films will become the next
program. If you love films, follow a broad range of
previews and reviews, take in festivals including at
least some of MIFF and love sharing your favourites
with fellow members, then you are invited to apply
for the equivalent of an internship, working closely
with the remarkable John Turner, who has been the
master of this role for many years. Eventually even
superstars start thinking of retirement.
Another long-standing, hard-working committee
member is Howard Tankey, whose job it has been to
chase up the film distributors and ensure that the films
arrive in the right format on the right night. Howard
too is beginning to think of putting his feet up but
needs to know that his role will be in good hands.
The third is a new position is for someone with an
interest in technology and the like. If you know your
way around various platforms and programs and are
inclined to be a digital problem-solver then please put
your hand up for the committee.
In all three cases the committee member will
also be rostered at regular intervals throughout the
year to check tickets at screenings and/or hand out
newsletters. The CFS committee meets a few times
a year over snacks and drinks and a pleasant time is
had by all.
If you are interested joining us on the CFS
committee, please contact:
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Jean (President) 		

0431 068 570

Christine (Secretary)

0413 299 340
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A Film By Any Other Name
Australian Council
of Film Societies
(ACOFS) Bulletin,
Number 64,
November 2020.
Do you know these Movies? When
movies travel abroad, their titles can
get a little lost in translation. Check
out what your favourite films are
called overseas! (Source unknown)
The War of the Stars. That’s
the French title for Star Wars. In
Spanish it was The War of the
Galaxies which does make sense!
The title isn’t the only thing that
got a major switch in translation. In
Germany, the Millennium Falcon
became the Speeding Falcon. In
France, Hans Solo was instead Yan
Solo and his Wookie sidekick got
the name “Chico.” And their ship
was the “Millennium Condor.” The
Force definitely wasn’t with those
translators.
Knight of the Night. It kind of
makes sense…? In Spain, that was
the title of The Dark Knight. You
may have thought that the Batman
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movie got its title from its brooding
protagonist and gloomy cityscapes,
but in Spain they were much more
literal – it’s because so many scenes
take place at night!
Super Power Dare Die Team .
You’re not going to be able to guess
this one. Super Power Dare Die
Team would have been the Chinese
title for the Ghostbusters reboot
starring Melissa McCarthy, Kristen
Wiig and Leslie Jones – had it ever
been released. Guidelines in China
forbid movies that “promote cults or
superstition,” though the country’s
censors said the official reason was
that it wouldn’t appeal to the Chinese
audience.
A Very Powerful Whale Runs to
Heaven. The beloved tear jerker Free
Willy is known for its happy ending.
The Chinese saw things differently,
giving the movie the above title
instead. Then again, Willy did jump
(not run) to the metaphorical heaven
of the open ocean.
He’s a Ghost! The Sixth Sense has
one of the greatest twist endings of
all time – unless you happen to live
in China. Although most audiences
were stunned by the movie’s
revelation in the final minutes,
Chinese viewers were already clued
in by the title.

The Boy Drowned in the Chocolate
Sauce. Denmark gave Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory quite
the dark (but also kind of hilarious)
spin! While greedy Augustus Gloop
does take a harrowing swim in a
chocolate river, his fate is not quite
that grim. While many countries
kept the original title of the Gene
Wilder classic, and others tweaked it
to Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
(the title of the Roald Dahl novel
it’s based on), Portugal changed it
to Charlie’s Wonderful Story and
Spain picked A Fantasy World. But
Denmark’s interpretation definitely
takes the (chocolate) cake.
Die Hard: Mega Hard. Let’s face
it: It’s only a matter of time before
Hollywood co-opts this Danish title
for Die Hard with a Vengeance. In
Denmark, mega means huge, but it
also signifies a million. Those Danes
are intense. “Die Hard: A million
times hard.”
It’s Raining Falafel. Israel, where
meatballs are not a popular dish,
clearly wanted to make Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs more appealing
to its audience. So, the Hebrew
title swapped out the meatballs for
falafel, a more recognisable food. In
the film itself, though, the animated
meatballs were not altered.
Newsletter dec 2020

Screening Program 2021
Date

Moviele

Rating Length
(minutes)

1 February
15 February
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Official Secrets
By the Grace of God

Long film, Start time 6.30 & 6.40

MA15

112

M

138

1 March

Sorry We Missed You

MA15

101

15 March
(AGM)

Les Miserables

MA15

104

19 April

Can You Ever Forgive Me

M

106

3 May

Working Woman

MA

94

17 May

Pavarotti

M

114

31 May

Capharnaum

M

126

7 June

Yesterday

M

116

21 June

AGA

PG

97

12 July

400 Blows

PG

95

26 July

Portrait of a Lady on Fire

M

121

2 August
(Deakin Award)

Rosie

TBA

86

16 August

Pain and Glory

MA

115

30 August

The Farewell

PG

100

5 September
(Kids Special)

Toy Story 4

G

100

13 September

The Heiresses

M

98

11 October

2040

G

92

25 October
(SGM)

The Third Wife

MA

96

8 November

The Favourite

MA

119

22 November

For Sama

TBA

95

6 December

Top End Wedding

M

102
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JOIN CFS
TIME
A Shout Out For
New Members To
Join CFS!
While we have been in a hiatus for most of the 2020 year
due to the nasty COVID-19 virus, now is the time to spread
the good news about joining the CFS family.
If you have friends who may be interested in joining CFS
please encourage them to contact the membership secretary
by phone 0490 663 159 or email membership@croydonfilms.
org.au or you can go the website www.croydonfilms.org.au to
download a membership form. Please spread the word about
this wonderful film club.

w w w.croydonf ilms .org. au
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